Let /, g : M -» M be two maps of a compact connected nilmanifold. Recall from the proof of [1, 3 .2] that we may assume without loss of generality that / and g are fiber preserving maps of the principal T-bundle T -> M -^+ N where T is a torus and N is a compact connected nilmanifold of dimension dim TV < dim M. In order to complete the proof of by the commutativity of (*) and the fact that p and p are locally trivial orientable bundles.
Since all coincidence classes on a torus have the same index and we proved in [1, 3.1] that co(cp ; y) = I(f, g; C) where C is the corresponding coincidence class, it suffices to show that co(lp;y) = I(fi,g;C), and the assertion will follow from (**).
Let N -2-y N he the universal cover so that TV is a simply connected nilpo- Choosing 8 to be the class so that n(S) = p(y) -y yields the equality (o(y;y) = I(f,g;C). a
